
When 3D Printing serves car parts production
Success story Gryp 3D
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SUCCESS STORIES



At the beginning, when Handddle met Gryp3D, they 
were  operate two machines and the production was 
managed by the founders themselves. Because of an 
increasing demand, they quickly expanded their fleet 
to reach 5 machines, and they hired a dedicated 
operator.



Despite this great development, the company had 
remained very artisanal processes compared to its 
ambition of development. 



Having an operator and multiple printers were not 
enough to answer to their increasing demand of 
production and adress strategic market. Machines 
were placed on tables, raw material on a shelf, an old 
good .xlsx file were used to manage to production, 
and then, a heavy mental load on the operator, 
constantly behind his machines. All this in the middle 
of the company's offices just in the front of their 
customers. 
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Gryp 3D 

From crafts to industrial processes. 

Created in 2017 by two car enthusiasts, Gryp3D is specialized in the 
reproduction of 3D spare parts for the automotive industry. 



With more than 4,000 customers and 800 references for nearly 60 
brands, Gryp3D manufactures parts for old vehicles, meets the needs 
of motorsport and customization for recent  projects thanks to 3D 
printing technologies.



The company brings together specialists in 3D printing and post-
production, a know-how that allows them to adress as well the 
demands of automotive industrials and OEMs.



Its added value : making spare parts that cannot be found on 
demand, from 3D design to end used parts.  



In 2021, the company structures its development strategy to reach the BtoB market where they specifically targets, 
OEM car parts and motorsport players.



The installation of the production before the Smart Farm solution

Ensure a secure and standardized 
production area in order to provide a healthy 
working environment for its employees. 

Be able to manage its fleet of heterogeneous 
machines, monitor its stocks and optimize 
its production in real time.

Collaborate with big names in the 
automotive industry, thanks to a full mastery 
of its manufacturing processes. 

Transmit a complete production chain to its 
customers, to give them the capacity to 
manufacture directly as close as possible to 
their needs.


THE CHALLENGES
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Making the parts manufacturing process more reliable. 




To successfully meet the requirements of industrial parts, in sectors such as automotive and aeronautics 
manufacturing must be secure on several levels. 



Thanks to its technical properties, Smart Farm has come to offer a secure manufacturing environment that improves 
the repeatability and quality of parts produced by Gryp3D.  


How ? 



Each machine environment requires unique production conditions, this is why Handddle has developed a decated 
embeded system that equiped each of its unit. This major component of the Smart Farm regulate and control the 
manufacturing environment and thus, guaranteed constant production environment settings. 



Gryp3D is able to ensure to its customers, repeatability of its processes by reproducing parts in the same environment. 

“The Smart Farm solution has made the entire manufacturing process more reliable, 
simply by better controlling the environment. We were able to improve the quality 
and the repeatability of our parts. Quite simply, we can manufacture a completely 
identical part under the same conditions at 6 month intervals.” 



Léo Vergnaud, process manager




THE SOLUTION 

Smart farm installation 

The two companies have joined forces to 
create a unique production line adapted 
to the Gryp3D business.  



Handddle brought all its expertise to 
offer a controlled and certified 
manufacturing process to the Gryp3D 
team.



This unique new generation production 
tool offered by Handddle now helps the 
company to manufacture more products 
at a higher level quality, to meet the 
demands of its strategic customers.
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Controlling the traceability of raw 
materials. 


With the requirements demanded by the automotive industry, Gryp3D 
must be able to ensure the traceability of the materials used to 
manufacture spare parts that are, most of the time, unique and custom-
made. 



How ? 



Handddle APP, throught its MES functionality, allows the production team 
to follow each event of the production process. Thus, when the operator 
starts production, he must identifiy himself and choose the materials that 
are used to manufacture the part. All of these production steps and 
information are kept on production sheet in Handddle APP.

"We need to be able to say who made, who launched the machine and who took the parts 
out of the machine. Today, with the Handddle system, we are able to do that, simply 
because we have an application that controls what we do with the Smart Farm" 



Gauthier Laviron, co-founder. 




Discover more about the 
success story of Gryp 3D 



Click on the video  



PLAY 



PLAY 


PLAY 



PLAY 



https://youtu.be/8_EzDq6jRLk
https://youtu.be/8_EzDq6jRLk
https://youtu.be/8_EzDq6jRLk
https://youtu.be/8_EzDq6jRLk
https://youtu.be/8_EzDq6jRLk
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Developing business through a qualification frame and  
manufacturing processes certified.





As presented, the company is aimed at large automotive manufacturers who 
require qualified and certified manufacturing processes. In its early days, the 
process was unsuitable because it was craft-oriented and could not meet the 
standards of that industry.



Beyond controlling its production environment, Gryp3D has the ability to create, 
run and track production recipes. In this way, the production team relies on the 
PIC (Process Industrial Container) functionality of Handddle APP. With these 
recipes, the company can adopt a qualification framework to meet more 
customers' needs, produce better quality products, and ensure their ability to 
meet their specification requirements.



The company has definitely gained in competitiveness, and has seen new market 
opportunities open up in aeronautics for the manufacture of aircraft parts.

5

MICROFACTORY CONFIGURATION 

Gryp3D’s Smart Farm is composed by 5 units, including 6 machine environments, 2 material storage environments and 
1 post-processing environment. This installation is unique to the use of Gryp3D and created according to its need of 
production. In its setup, the company has integrated its post-process, a major step in the finishing of parts for vintage 
vehicules.

Post-processing 
environment 

Raw material 

environment 

Machine 
environment 

3Dsystem - Raise3D - Markforged  
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Between  and prints achieved per week 
without any failure 



90 100 

+25% annual growth revenue estimated 

Production is certifiable 

100% 

10  12 to  hours gained on low-value tasks each 
week

Gryp3D’s 

performances

After developing its business with automotive parts for individuals and professionals, Gryp3D seeks to expand its 
manufacturing processes, in a distributed manner. 



Indeed, the company has become aware of its ability to attract and respond to more industrial demands and this 
has become an axis of strategic development. With a distributed manufacturing approach, Gryp3D develops its 
strategy of transmitting a complete technological brick made up of its expertise and its knowledge on processes, 
all implemented in a Factory-Ready solution powered by Handddle.



With this approach, Gryp3D is looking to bring a new paradigm to its customers, tripartite, by supporting them to 
internalize their production tool without compromising on the expertise, provided remotely by Gryp3D experts.

GRYP3D’S BENEFITS

WHAT’S NEXT ? 

After several months of use, the Gryp3D production teams were able to note the results achieved with the solution. 

Here is a picture of the KPI collected from their uses  : 
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We deploy and accelerate 
intelligent, organized and 
controlled production to 
run industrial Additive 
Manufacturing 
applications.

SECURE


Controlled environment for 
repeatability :

 Constant production 
parameters

 Doors opening control
 Filtration integrated


CONTROL

Production management :
 Workflow & Resource 

management
 Alerts during event
 3D printers connection

Standardization, monitoring of 
production processes, traceability :

 Event history
 Production data
 Compliance with your 

manufacturing recipes


CERTIFY


EXPAND

Enable distributed 
manufacturing:

 Creation and execution of your 
manufacturing recipes

 Standard integratio
 Requirements of the Industry 

of the Future 






HANDDDLE SMART FARM

Fully programmable production units 
monitored by HANDDDLE APP that 

intelligently automates manufacturing and 
production inspection. Technology agnostic, 

machines, materials and post process 
systems are into one standardised hub.

Handddle combines embedded technology and software to help 
companies manufacture more products at a higher level quality to meet 
the demands of strategic markets. From 1 unit to X, the Micro Factory 
grows according to your needs.

Made in France

ABOUT 



For more information visit handddle.com
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